Introduction {#Sec1}
============

Chlorine atoms are important stratospheric species taking an active part in ozone destruction cycles \[[@CR1], [@CR2]\]. The main sources of the atmospheric chlorine atoms are the photochemically labile chlorine compounds such as Cl~2~ and ClNO~2~ produced in some aqueous-phase reactions in the airborne seawater droplets. The gas-phase reactions of chlorine atoms with the hydrogen-containing atmospheric halocarbons lead to the facile generation of the corresponding free radicals via hydrogen atom abstraction \[[@CR1], [@CR3]\].

Monofluoromethane is the simplest of hydrofluorocarbons (HFCs), which are man-made organics predominantly used as safe replacements for ozone-depleting substances \[[@CR1]\]. HFCs are chemically low reactive and have an ozone depleting potential of zero as they contain no chlorine. HFCs have long lifetimes in the atmosphere, and are only slowly removed by solar photolysis \[[@CR4]--[@CR6]\]. The main impact of HFCs on the environment is related with global warming.

Chloromethane (CH~3~Cl) is the most abundant halocarbon in the atmosphere with an atmospheric lifetime of 17 months \[[@CR7]--[@CR9]\]. Major natural sources of CH~3~Cl are biomass burning, oceanic emissions and vegetative emissions. The products of the atmospheric destruction of CH~3~Cl may be involved in various catalytic atmospheric reaction cycles responsible for the depletion of the ozone layer \[[@CR1]\]. The reaction with hydroxyl radicals is considered as the dominant sink for atmospheric CH~3~Cl.

The most important carrier of bromine to the stratosphere is bromomethane (CH~3~Br) which is produced by both anthropogenic and natural processes. CH~3~Br is a very efficient catalyst for ozone destruction. The atmospheric lifetime of CH~3~Br is estimated to be approximately two years \[[@CR10]\]. The fate of atmospheric methyl bromide is primarily determined by degradation processes in the troposphere, especially by its reaction with OH radicals \[[@CR1], [@CR11]\].

The hydrogen abstraction reactions of chlorine atoms with halomethanes, CH~3~X (where X = F, Cl, Br) have been the subjects of many kinetic studies \[[@CR12]--[@CR14]\]. The primary tropospheric sink for halogenated methanes including these three of interest in this study (CH~3~F, CH~3~Cl and CH~3~Br) is their reaction with OH radicals. The recent investigations suggest that concentrations of chlorine atoms in the marine boundary layer may be as much as one-tenth as high as the hydroxyl radical levels \[[@CR1]\]. Since reactions of Cl atoms with many organics proceed considerably faster than the corresponding OH reactions \[[@CR12]--[@CR14]\], it is possible that reactions with atomic chlorine could be a non-negligible sink for many hydrogen-containing atmospheric halomethanes.

In this study we present a theoretical analysis of the mechanism and kinetics of the reactions of monosubstituted halogenated methanes CH~3~X with atomic chlorine:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$ \mathrm{C}{{\mathrm{H}}_3}\mathrm{X}+\mathrm{Cl}\to \mathrm{C}{{\mathrm{H}}_2}\mathrm{X}+\mathrm{HCl}, $$\end{document}$$where X = F, Cl and Br. One expects that the mechanism of the reaction (1) is complex and H-abstraction proceeds through the formation of intermediate complexes. The possible competitive reaction channels related with the abstraction of halogen X from the CH~3~X molecule, and the formation of XCl products are probably related with high activation energies and proceed very slowly. Any trace of XCl products was not found in the experimental studies, which was the grounds to omit the halogen abstraction in the mechanism of the reactions CH~3~X + Cl.

Our theoretical analysis of the reaction systems concerns ab initio calculations using molecular orbital theory in order to locate and characterize the characteristic points of the potential energy surface. The main attention of our study is focused on the possible influence of the formed molecular complexes on the reaction mechanism. The theoretical method used for the description of the reaction kinetics enables the rate constant calculations for a bimolecular reaction proceeding through the formation of intermediate complexes. Results of these calculations provide structural and energetic information on the reaction pathways, which enable us to evaluate the rate constants and their temperature dependence using computational methods of reaction rate theory. The calculated properties of the molecular structures taking part in the reaction mechanism should be useful for a better understanding and correct interpretation of experimental findings.

The kinetics of the reactions CH~3~F/CH~3~Cl/CH~3~Br + Cl has been the subject of many experimental \[[@CR15]--[@CR38]\] and theoretical \[[@CR20], [@CR39]--[@CR44]\] studies. The available experimental kinetic data show, however, substantial scattering in the values of the rate constants. The most credible and preferable for the kinetic analysis are then the results of measurements obtained by the same research group and using the same experimental method. Kinetics of the reactions CH~3~F + Cl, CH~3~Cl + Cl and CH~3~Br + Cl was recently studied experimentally in our laboratory using the same experimental technique, the same reference reaction and performed in the same temperature range \[[@CR22], [@CR32], [@CR38]\]. Besides that, the reactions of entirely deuterated reactants$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$ \mathrm{C}{{\mathrm{D}}_3}\mathrm{X}+\mathrm{Cl}\to \mathrm{C}{{\mathrm{D}}_2}\mathrm{X}+\mathrm{DCl}, $$\end{document}$$were simultaneously studied under the same experimental conditions. The obtained results are then valuable reference data for the theoretical comparative kinetic analysis.

Computational details {#Sec2}
=====================

The halogenated alkanes were studied theoretically using quantum mechanical ab initio methods at various levels of theory. Results of these calculations performed for a wide class of organic compounds show that the G2 method \[[@CR45]\] reproduces well the structural parameters and molecular properties of a wide group of organic compounds. The reliable values of the thermochemical properties and vibrational frequencies have been obtained using G2 methodology for perhalogenated methanols, methyl hypohalites, halogenated alkyl and alkoxy radicals \[[@CR46]--[@CR56]\]. The G2 method was also successfully used in the theoretical description of the kinetics and mechanism of the hydrogen abstraction from methanol by halogen atoms \[[@CR57]--[@CR59]\]. Therefore, we decided to use this level of theory in our investigations.

All quantum mechanical ab initio calculations were carried out using the Gaussian 09 program \[[@CR60]\] package. The geometries of all stationary point structures of the potential energy surface were fully optimized at both the SCF and MP2 levels with the 6-31G(d) basis set. Relative total energies were examined using G2 methodology \[[@CR45]\]. This approach requires some additional calculations at the MP4/6-311G(d,p), MP4/6-311+G(d,p), MP4/6-311G(2df,p), MP2/6-311+G(3df,2p), and QCISD(T)/6-311G(d,p) levels using the MP2/6-31G(d) optimized geometry as a reference to obtain improved energy values.

The rate constants of the reactions studied were analyzed in terms of conventional transition-state theory (TST) \[[@CR61], [@CR62]\]. The thermochemical formulation of TST leads to the rate constant, k~TST~, given by$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$ {k_{\mathrm{TST}}}=\sigma \frac{{{{\mathrm{k}}_{\mathrm{B}}}\mathrm{T}}}{\mathrm{h}}\exp \left( {\frac{{\varDelta {S^{\ne }}}}{R}} \right)\exp \left( {-\frac{{\varDelta {H^{\ne }}}}{RT }} \right), $$\end{document}$$where *σ* denotes a symmetry factor related to reaction path degeneracy, k~B~ and *h* are the Boltzmann and Planck constants, respectively, ΔS^≠^ is the activation entropy, and ΔH^≠^ the activation enthalpy for the reaction under investigation. The vibrational and rotational contributions to the thermodynamic functions were derived by the classical harmonic-oscillator rigid-rotor approximation (no free or internal rotation was considered).

Results and discussion {#Sec3}
======================

The molecular arrangements and definitions of the structural parameters of the CH~3~X and CH~2~X (X = F, Cl, and Br) structures are shown in Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}. The geometries of all molecular structures taking part in the reactions under investigation were fully and independently optimized using analytical gradients at the SCF and MP2 levels with the 6-31G(d) basis set. At each level of theory the potential energy surface was explored independently for the possible existence of transition states and intermediate complexes. The results of calculations including the optimized geometrical parameters at the MP2/6-31G(d) level, the harmonic vibrational frequencies, the rotational constants and the total G2(0 K) energies for the reactants CH~3~X, products CH~2~X, molecular complexes CH~3~X...Cl (denoted by MC1X) and CH~2~X...HCl (MC2X) as well as transition states CH~2~X...H...Cl (TS1X) are given in Tables [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"} and [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}. The structural parameters of the hydrogen halides, HX were published elsewhere \[[@CR57]--[@CR59]\].Fig. 1Definition of the geometrical parameters of the molecular structures taking part in the mechanism of the reactions CH~3~X + Cl, where X = F, Cl and BrTable 1Molecular properties of the reactants and products of the reactions under investigation calculated at the G2 level^a)^CH~3~F (C~3v~)CH~3~Cl (C~3v~)CH~3~Br (C~3v~)C-X1.3901.7771.947C-H1.0921.0881.086H-C-X109.14108.91107.85H-C-H109.81110.03111.04A157.134157.847156.354B25.45413.3759.519C25.45413.3759.519ν~1~10591036(1049)699747(732)570591(611)ν~2~11711147(1182)10161031(1017)945939(955)ν~3~11711147(1182)10161031(1017)945939(955)ν~4~14751457(1464)13731395(1355)13231309(1306)ν~5~14761465(1467)14541469(1452)14511442(1443)ν~6~14761465(1467)14541469(1452)14511442(1443)ν~7~28872913(2930)29172997(2937)29302958(2935)ν~8~29583006(3006)30103103(3039)30323074(3056)ν~9~29583006(3006)30103104(3039)30323074(3056)E~0~(G2)−139.55421−499.55382−2612.39042CD~3~F (C~s~)CD~3~Cl (C~s~)CD~3~Br (C~s~)A78.62778.98478.237B20.35310.8837.666C20.35310.8837.666ν~1~897878(903)667709(701)537555(577)ν~2~897878(903)762775(768)702699(713)ν~3~980961(991)762775(768)702699(713)ν~4~10721064(1072)10371057(1029)999991(992)ν~5~10721064(1072)10531063(1060)10521046(1056)ν~6~11631145(1136)10531063(1060)10521046(1056)ν~7~20662085(2110)20862145(2160)20932115(2160)ν~8~21982234(2258)22372305(2283)22532283(2297)ν~9~21982234(2258)22372305(2283)22532283(2297)E~0~(G2)−139.56353−499.56307−2612.39962CH~2~FCH~2~ClCH~2~BrC-X1.3501.7011.863C-H1.0811.0781.079X-C-H122.16122.90122.52H-C-H114.28117.45116.74A262.823275.192272.310B30.43115.84911.245C27.62615.01210.823ν~1~768707440316(395)450400(368)ν~2~11331128(1170)780840(829)632666(693)ν~3~11431134(1223)9751006901912(953)ν~4~14431445(1420)13821422(1391)13521362(1356)ν~5~29633014(3044)29983106(3055)29933048ν~6~30893158(3184)3129324931283192E~0~(G2)−138.89290−498.89566−2611.73031CD~2~FCD~2~ClCD~2~BrA133.088138.110136.945B25.98213.4979.474C22.09612.3248.889ν~1~604556344247(291)352313(263)ν~2~875868(976)731757595626(657)ν~3~991988(1011)739792(791)669679(708)ν~4~11841183(1191)10311067(1045)10031014(1016)ν~5~21372173(2176)2161224021572197ν~6~231023642339243023382386E~0~(G2)−138.89846−498.90104−2611.73564^a)^G2 molecular parameters: geometrical structure optimized at the MP2(full)/6-31G(d) level, (bond lengths in Å, valence and dihedral angles in degrees), rotational constants, ABC in GHz, the total G2-energies in a.u. at 0 K (ZPE included). The vibrational frequencies ν~i~ (cm^−1^) obtained at the SCF/6-31G(d) level and scaled by 0.8929 (first column), derived in MP2/6-31G(d) calc. (second column) were scaled by 0.935, 0.950 and 0.935 for fluorine, chlorine and bromine containing reactants/products, respectively. The experimental frequencies in parenthesisTable 2Molecular properties of the structures taking part in the mechanism of the H/D-abstraction reactions CH~3~X/CD~3~X + C1 (X=F, C1 and Br) calculated at the G2 level ^a)^TS1FMC2FMC1ClTS1ClMC2ClMC1BrTS1BrMC2BrCX1.3451.3451.7791.7131.6991.9501.8751.868CH~1~1.3982.4161.0881.3832.3841.0871.3993.248CH~2~1.0881.0821.0881.0871.0801.0861.0861.079CH~3~1.0881.0821.0881.0871.0801.0861.0861.079ClH~1~1.4541.2861.4601.2863.4321.4481.284ClX3.1712.941H~1~CX107.04107.96110.26108.34101.13107.35106.77454.89H~1~CH~2~102.0396.79110.13101.0195.39111.54101.98113.27H~1~CH~3~102.0396.79108.76101.0195.39111.40101.98113.27CH~1~Cl178.94169.72175.84173.38175.15141.30ClXC92.4289.73ClH~1~CH~2~118.7861.6959.9961.2360.7473.04ClH~1~CH~3~−118.7861.69−59.99−61.23−60.74−73.04ClH~1~CX0.00180.00180.00180.00180.00180.00ClXCH~1~180.00180.00ClXCH~2~60.3459.54ClXCH~3~−60.34−59.54A34.32435.58914.03823.81619.5829.63819.82710.832B2.8771.7852.2831.9461.4172.2281.3501.261C2.7051.7211.9891.8221.3341.8311.2751.139ν~1~1269i35291379i31581297i23ν~2~111834610786708437ν~3~350117683681219336277ν~4~474255741435247585416291ν~5~9232971034833296943673321ν~6~9827851034924592946892407ν~7~1127113713949608421306898661ν~8~1156113914661072101314351016911ν~9~11941445146711591422143710961358ν~10~14412764299614192808295713652797ν~11~29643007310430363088307429943050ν~12~30883151310531523226308031143197E~0~(G2)^b)^9.891−9.841−9.4818.121−16.920−18.4228.343−13.623DTS1FDMC2FDMC1ClDTS1ClDMC2ClDMC1BrDTS1BrDMC2BrA25.92326.95511.55218.28215.5057.81715.3188.932B2.7951.7372.1651.9261.3972.1641.3371.235C2.6141.6711.8671.7841.3051.7321.2501.102ν~1~948i34211029i3042975i16ν~2~107774210480658234ν~3~2538567267879326377ν~4~417184704386176550365207ν~5~683213777687211701614229ν~6~716617777716461704666319ν~7~8768701055767761988678621ν~8~91698910617777921040719678ν~9~99111921062901106810438541009ν~10~11871983214410632014211310142006ν~11~21422169230521952228228421632198ν~12~23062357230623502411228923222391E~0~(G2)^b)^15.125−5.979−10.08812.949−13.280−18.65613.523−9.489^a)^G2 molecular parameters: geometrical structure optimized at the MP2(full)/6-31G(d) level, (bond lengths in Å, valence and dihedral angles in degrees), rotational constants, ABC in GHz, the vibrational frequencies ν~i~ (cm^−1^) obtained at the MP2/6-31G(d) level and scaled by 0.935, 0.950 and 0.935 for the molecular structures taking part in the reaction mechanism of Cl atom with CH~3~F/CD~3~F, CH~3~Cl/CD~3~Cl and CH~3~Br/CD~3~Br, respectively^b)^The total G2-energies in kJ mol^−1^ at 0 K (ZPE included) calculated toward to the G2-energy of the respective reactants energy

Optimized molecular structures {#Sec4}
------------------------------

The most stable structures of monohalogenated methanes CH~3~X appears to have molecular symmetry of the C~3v~ point group. Except for the C-X bond lengths, the structural parameters of CH~3~F, CH~3~Cl and CH~3~Br obtained in the geometry optimization performed at the MP2(full)/6-31G(d) level are very close one to another. The halogenated methyl radicals CH~2~F, CH~2~Cl and CH~2~Br are the molecular structures with the C~s~ symmetry. Either C-X or C-H bonds in these radicals are considerably shorter than their counterparts in molecules of the parent halogenated methanes. In contrast to that the values of angular parameters in CH~2~X radicals, X-C-H and H-C-H are distinctly greater than those in the corresponding reactants.

Except for fluoromethane, the attack of chlorine atom on molecule of halomethane leads to formation of the pre-reaction adducts, CH~3~Cl...Cl (denoted by MC1Cl) and CH~3~Br...Cl. (MC1Br). These intermediate complexes possess the C~s~ symmetry, because the attacking chlorine atom is moving across the symmetry plane of the halomethane. The pre-reaction adducts MC1X are loose molecular structures with long contact distances between the attacking chlorine and CH~3~X. The geometrical parameters of these molecular complexes retain the values which appear in the isolated reactants, CH~3~Cl and CH~3~Br.

The transition states (CH~2~X...H...Cl)^≠^, denoted by TS1X, describe the hydrogen abstraction from halomethane CH~3~X by Cl atom. Of all these saddle points, TS1X have C~s~ symmetry, with the C-H~1~ and H~1~-Cl bond located in the symmetry plane XCH~1~Cl. The transition states, TS1X are reactant-like structures, and the attack of chlorine atom at TS1X structure is nearly collinear. The calculated lengths of the breaking bond C-H~1~ are of 1.40 Å (TS1F, TS1Br) and 1.38 Å (TS1Cl), which corresponds to a relative elongation of 30% with respect to the C-H in isolated reactants. On the other hand, the formed H~1~-Cl bonds of 1.45--1.46 Å are about 15% longer than in HCl molecule. Values of the other structural parameters of the transition states TS1X are close to their counterparts in the reactants, CH~3~X.

The post-reaction adducts, CH~2~X...HCl designated by MC2X are intermediates which distinctly consist of two subunits, radical CH~2~X and molecule of hydrogen chloride, HCl bonded in a molecular complex. The geometrical parameters of these subunits are close to those of the isolated molecules. The contact distances C...H~1~, are over twice as long as those in isolated reactants, CH~3~X. All MC2X complexes retain symmetry of the C~s~ point group.

Reaction energetics {#Sec5}
-------------------

It is well known that using the G2 method leads to a realistic estimate of the total energy of a wide group of molecular structures. The accuracy of these estimations based on the G2-energies is usually considered to be better than 6 kJ mol^−1^, as was established for a set of about 150 compounds \[[@CR45], [@CR63], [@CR64]\]. The enthalpy of formation, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$ \varDelta H{{_f^0}_{,298 }} $$\end{document}$, can be directly evaluated as the G2 enthalpy at room temperature for the reaction in which the relevant molecule is formed from the gas-phase elements, such as C~(g)~, H~2(g)~, F~2(g)~, Cl~2(g)~, and Br~2(g)~, and by using the well-established values of enthalpy of formation at 298 K of gaseous carbon atom C~(g)~ and molecule of Br~2(g)~ of 715.0 kJ mol^−1^ and 30.9 kJ mol^−1^ \[[@CR12], [@CR14]\], respectively.

The calculated values, given in Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"}, of the enthalpy of formation $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$ \varDelta H{{_f^0}_{,298 }} $$\end{document}$ for reactants and products of the reactions under investigation are in very good agreement with those found experimentally \[[@CR12], [@CR14]\]. The greatest divergence between theoretical and experimental estimates of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$ \varDelta H{{_f^0}_{,298 }} $$\end{document}$ occurred for the bromine compounds, CH~3~Br and CH~2~Br does not exceed 6 kJ mol^−1^. The reaction enthalpy $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$ \varDelta H{{_r^0}_{,298 }} $$\end{document}$ calculated for reaction CH~3~Br +Cl ↔ CH~2~Br + HCl of −6.0 kJ mol^−1^ at room temperature is in excellent agreement with experimental one of −6.5 ± 5.5 kJ mol^−1^ \[[@CR12]\]. The theoretical value of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$ \varDelta H{{_r^0}_{,298 }} $$\end{document}$ of −11.1 kJ mol^−1^ for CH~3~Cl +Cl ↔ CH~2~Cl + HCl is also very close to that of −14.4 ± 3.7 kJ mol^−1^ derived from the experimentally estimated values of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$ \varDelta H{{_f^0}_{,298 }} $$\end{document}$ of the reaction reagents. The theoretical description of the reaction thermochemistry seems to be the worst for CH~3~F +Cl ↔ CH~2~F + HCl. The calculated heat of reaction of −3.1 kJ mol^−1^ at 298 K is distinctly higher than the experimental values of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$ \varDelta H_{r,298}^0 $$\end{document}$ of −12.0 kJ mol \[[@CR12]\] and −7.6 kJ mol \[[@CR12]\]. However, one should take into account that the experimental values of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$ \varDelta H{{_f^0}_{,298 }} $$\end{document}$ of CH~3~F and CH~2~F were estimated with low precision, which may result in a final error of the reaction enthalpy of 16 kJ mol^−1^ or even more. Therefore, the theoretical description of the thermochemistry of the reactions under investigation based on the G2-energies should be considered as reliable.Table 3Comparison of the experimental $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$ \varDelta H_{f,298}^0 $$\end{document}$ (calc.) values of the enthalpy of formation of the reactants CH~3~X and products CH~2~X, (X = F, Cl and Br) obtained at the G2 levelMolecular$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$ \varDelta H_{f,298}^0 $$\end{document}$ (exp.) ^a)^system(kJ mol^−1^)(kJ mol^−1^)CH~3~F−237.7−238 ± 8CH~3~Cl−81.4−81.9 ± 0.6CH~3~Br−32.0−37.7 ± 1.5CH~2~F−28.1−32 ± 8CH~2~Cl120.4117.3 ± 3.1CH~2~Br174.9169 ± 4^a)^from ref. 12

Reaction mechanism {#Sec6}
------------------

The hydrogen abstraction from CH~3~F by Cl proceeds in accordance with the two-step reaction mechanism$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$ \mathrm{C}{{\mathrm{H}}_3}\mathrm{F} + \mathrm{C}\mathrm{l}\ \leftrightarrows \mathrm{C}{{\mathrm{H}}_2}\mathrm{F}\ldots \mathrm{HCl}\to \mathrm{C}{{\mathrm{H}}_2}\mathrm{F}+\mathrm{HCl}. $$\end{document}$$

The intermediate complex, MC2F formed in the first elementary step dissociates into the final reaction products, radical CH~2~F and HCl. Profile of the potential energy surface for the CH~3~F + Cl reaction system is shown in Fig. [2a](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}. The H-abstraction reaction CH~3~F + Cl is a weakly exothermic process. The calculated reaction enthalpy is of −5.9 kJ mol^−1^ at 0 K. The post-reaction adduct, CH~2~F...HCl (MC2F) is the lowest energy molecular structure formed during the reaction. The potential energy of MC2F at 0 K calculated at the G2 level is by 9.8 kJ mol^−1^ lower than the reactants' energy. The thermal stability of MC2F with respect to the reaction products, CH~2~F + HCl is estimated of 4.8 kJ mol^−1^ at 0 K. The first elementary step is related to an energy barrier determined by the energy of the transition state, CH~2~F...H...Cl (TS1F). The height of the energy barrier is relatively small of 9.9 kJ mol^−1^, which indicates that the decay of the reactants should be a fast process, with the rate constant of 10^−13^ cm^3^molecule^−1^s^−1^ at room temperature.Fig. 2Schematic profiles of the potential energy surfaces for the reactions: a) CH~3~X + Cl, and b) CD~3~X + Cl where X = F, Cl and Br. The energies are calculated at the G2 level including zero-point energy corrections

In the case of the reactions CH~3~Cl/CH~3~Br + Cl, the H-abstraction process requires three elementary steps:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$ \mathrm{C}{{\mathrm{H}}_3}\mathrm{X} + \mathrm{C}\mathrm{l}\ \leftrightarrows \mathrm{C}{{\mathrm{H}}_3}\mathrm{X}\ldots \mathrm{C}\mathrm{l}\ \leftrightarrows \mathrm{C}{{\mathrm{H}}_2}\mathrm{X}\ldots \mathrm{HCl}\to \mathrm{C}{{\mathrm{H}}_2}\mathrm{X} + \mathrm{HCl}, $$\end{document}$$where X = Cl, Br. The hydrogen abstraction from CH~3~Cl and CH~3~Br by chlorine atom is more exothermic compared with the reaction of CH~3~F + Cl. The profiles of the potential energy surface for these reaction systems are also shown in Fig. [2a](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}. The first and third elementary processes are recombination and unimolecular dissociation, while the second is related to an energy barrier. In the first elementary step, a chlorine atom approaching a CH~3~X molecule is oriented in such a manner that enables the formation of a loose molecular complex, MC1X with the long and almost equal contact distances, Cl...X, Cl...H~2~ and Cl...H~3~. The pre-reaction adduct, MC1Br is the lowest energy structure in the CH~3~Br + Cl reaction system. The next elementary step leads, via TS1X to the molecular complex MC2X, which dissociates to the final channel products, CH~2~X + HCl. The heights of the energy barrier for the second step calculated for CH~3~Cl + Cl and CH~3~Br + Cl are slightly lower than that for CH~3~F + Cl. This implies either high values of the rate constants or their weak dependence on temperature.

The substitution of a hydrogen atom by deuterium changes physical properties of the molecule. The most distinct differences occur in the C-H and C-D stretching modes. This results in a decrease of the zero-point vibrational energy (ZPE) of the deuterated reactant compared with the unsubstituted one. The profiles of the potential energy surface for the reactions of the entirely deuterated reactants, CD~3~X with Cl atom are presented in Fig. [2b](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}. The reactions of deuterated reactants, CD~3~X + Cl are by 5 kJ mol^−1^ less exothermic compared with those of CH~3~X + Cl. On the other hand, the changes in the relative energy of the pre-reaction adducts related to the D-substitution are only small, around 0.5 kJ mol^−1^. The considerably higher differences appear in the energy of the deuterated (DMC2X) and non-deuterated (MC2X) post-reaction adducts. A decrease of ZPE of the deuterated reactant compared with the unsubstituted one is obviously reflected in the relative energy of the transition states. Consequently, the D-abstraction reaction is thus related to an energy barrier distinctly higher compared with the analogous H-abstraction.

Rate constant calculations {#Sec7}
--------------------------

A method for the rate constant calculation for a bimolecular reaction which proceeds through the formation of two weakly bound intermediate complexes (MC1X and MC2X) has been successfully applied to describe the kinetics of the H-abstraction from methanol \[[@CR57]--[@CR59]\]. The general equation, which takes into account the rotational energy, is derived from RRKM theory. Accordingly to this formalism, the rate coefficient *k* for the three-step reaction mechanism, such as for reaction (5) with formation of the pre-reaction (MC1X) and post-reaction (MC2X) adducts, can be expressed as:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$ k=\frac{z}{{h{Q_{RX }}{Q_{Cl }}}}\int\limits_{{{V_{TS1X}}}}^{\infty } {\sum\limits_J {{W_{MC1X }}\left( {E,J} \right)\times \frac{{{W_{TS1X }}\left( {E,J} \right)}}{{{W_{MC1X }}\left( {E,J} \right)+{W_{TS1X }}\left( {E,J} \right)}}} } \times \frac{{{W_{MC2X }}\left( {E,J} \right)}}{{{W_{MC2X }}\left( {E,J} \right)+{W_{TS1X }}\left( {E,J} \right)}}\times \exp \left( {-E/RT} \right)dE, $$\end{document}$$where *Q*~*RX*~ and *Q*~*Cl*~ are the partition functions of CH~3~X and atomic chlorine, respectively, with the center of mass partition function factored out of the product *Q*~*RX*~*Q*~*Cl*~ and included in *z* together with the partition functions of those inactive degrees of freedom which are not considered by the sums of the states under the integral. *V*~*TS1X*~ is the height of the energy barrier toward the reactants CH~3~X + Cl whereas *W*~*TS1X*~*(E,J)*, *W*~*MC1X*~*(E,J)*, and *W*~*MC2X*~*(E,J)* denote the sum of the states at energy less than or equal to *E* and with angular momentum *J* for the transition state TS1X and the activated complexes for the unimolecular dissociations of MC1X and MC2X, respectively. All computational effort is then related to calculating the sum of the states, *W(E,J).* This calculation depends on the level at which the conservation of angular momentum is considered and is discussed in detail in refs. \[[@CR57]--[@CR59]\].

Equation ([6](#Equ6){ref-type=""}) can be directly used in the description of kinetics of the reactions CH~3~Cl + Cl and CH~3~Br + Cl. In the case of the two-step mechanism such as for reaction CH~3~F + Cl one should replace *W*~*MC1X*~*(E,J)* by *W*~*TS1X*~*(E,J)* and omit the first fraction under the integral in Eq. [6](#Equ6){ref-type=""}. Analysis of the results of the direct calculations of Brudnik et al. \[[@CR49], [@CR56]\] shows that the dominant contribution to the rate constant is given by the states with energy *E* not higher than *V*~*TS1X*~ + 3RT. In the case of a sizable (compared with RT) energy barrier *V*~*TS1X*~, the value of the product of the microcanonical branching fractions at an energy slightly higher than *V*~*TS1X*~ becomes close to unity. Therefore, if the adducts are not stabilized by collisions and can rapidly undergo subsequent processes, the TST rate constant *k*~*TST*~ seems to be a very good approximation of the exact rate coefficient, especially at ambient temperatures \[[@CR49], [@CR56], [@CR59]\].

Reaction CH~3~F + Cl {#Sec8}
--------------------

The values of the calculated rate constants are given in Table [4](#Tab4){ref-type="table"}. The height of the energy barrier is clearly the major factor determining the magnitude of the rate constant and its dependence on temperature. As is shown in Fig. [2a](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}, the minimum energy path for CH~3~F + Cl reaction system that leads to the formation of CH~2~F + HCl is characterized by the relatively small height of the energy barrier of 9.9 kJ mol^−1^. The calculated value of the rate constant for the hydrogen abstraction reaction CH~3~F + Cl of 3.3×10^−13^ cm^3^molecule^−1^s^−1^ at 298 K is very close to that of 3.5×10^−13^ cm^3^molecule^−1^s^−1^ unamimously recommended by the IUPAC and NASA \[[@CR12]--[@CR14]\] evaluations of the kinetic data. Our calculated value of *k*(CH~3~F+Cl) at room temperature is very close to the reported results of 2.7×10^−13^ derived by Hitsuda et al. \[[@CR19]\], 3.2×10^−13^ of Wallington et al. \[[@CR18]\], 3.4×10^−13^ of Tuazon et al. \[[@CR17]\], 3.5×10^−13^ of Sarzyński et al. \[[@CR22]\], (3.5--3.9) ×10^−13^ of Marinkovic et al. \[[@CR21]\], 3.6×10^−13^ of Manning and Kurylo \[[@CR15]\], and that of 3.8×10^−13^ cm^3^molecule^−1^s^−1^ of Tschuikow-Roux et al. \[[@CR16]\] after correction taking into account the current value of the rate constant for the reference reaction CH~4~ + Cl \[[@CR65]\]. Figure [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"} shows a comparison of calculated values of *k*(CH~3~F+Cl) with the available results of experimental measurements in a wide temperature range. The calculated rate constant *k*(CH~3~F+Cl) can be expressed in the temperature range 200--3000 K as:Table 4The rate constants calculated for the H/D-abstraction reactions CH~3~F + Cl, CD~3~F + Cl and their reverse processesTk(CH~3~F+Cl)k~TST~(CH~3~F+Cl)logK~p~k(CH~2~F+HCl)k(CD~3~F+Cl)logK~p~k(CD~2~F+DCl)KIE(K)(cm^3^molecule^−1^s^−1^)(cm^3^molecule^−1^s^−1^)(cm^3^molecule^−1^s^−1^)(cm^3^molecule^−1^s^−1^)(cm^3^molecule^−1^s^−1^)2003.37×10^−14^3.42×10^−14^2.18182.22×10^−16^1.06×10^−15^1.13817.75×10^−17^31.632501.27×10^−13^1.29×10^−13^1.97581.34×10^−15^7.98×10^−15^1.19815.05×10^−16^15.942983.19×10^−13^3.25×10^−13^1.85854.42×10^−15^3.15×10^−14^1.25191.77×10^−15^10.113003.29×10^−13^3.35×10^−13^1.85494.59×10^−15^3.30×10^−14^1.25391.84×10^−15^9.963506.84×10^−13^6.96×10^−13^1.78051.13×10^−14^9.68×10^−14^1.30364.81×10^−15^7.074001.24×10^−12^1.26×10^−12^1.73302.29×10^−14^2.28×10^−13^1.34691.02×10^−14^5.454502.04×10^−12^2.08×10^−12^1.70214.06×10^−14^4.60×10^−13^1.38411.90×10^−14^4.445003.14×10^−12^3.19×10^−12^1.68146.54×10^−14^8.32×10^−13^1.41583.19×10^−14^3.776006.40×10^−12^6.51×10^−12^1.65741.41×10^−13^2.16×10^−12^1.46537.40×10^−14^2.967001.13×10^−11^1.16×10^−11^1.64492.56×10^−13^4.53×10^−12^1.50051.43×10^−13^2.508001.82×10^−11^1.87×10^−11^1.63714.20×10^−13^8.23×10^−12^1.52502.46×10^−13^2.219002.72×10^−11^2.83×10^−11^1.63096.36×10^−13^1.35×10^−11^1.54183.87×10^−13^2.0210003.84×10^−11^4.04×10^−11^1.62529.10×10^−13^2.04×10^−11^1.55275.71×10^−13^1.8815001.27×10^−10^1.45×10^−10^1.59233.24×10^−12^8.07×10^−11^1.56032.22×10^−12^1.5720002.59×10^−10^3.29×10^−10^1.55257.26×10^−12^1.77×10^−10^1.53495.15×10^−12^1.4725004.18×10^−10^5.91×10^−10^1.51121.29×10^−11^2.94×10^−10^1.50029.29×10^−12^1.4230005.89×10^−10^9.26×10^−10^1.47091.99×10^−11^4.21×10^−10^1.46361.45×10^−11^1.40Fig. 3Arrhenius plot for the CH~3~F + Cl reaction comparing the available results of kinetic measurements with obtained theoretically in this study$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The calculated values of *k*(CH~3~F+Cl) are, in the temperature range of 300--400 K, in satisfactory agreement with those estimated using the various experimental techniques. At the higher temperatures, our calculated values of *k*(CH~3~F+Cl) seem to be overestimated. However, the temperature dependence of the rate constant *k*(CH~3~F+Cl) derived experimentally shows substantial differences in values of either the pre-exponential factor or the activation energy. This is reflected in the form of the recommended Arrhenius' expression for *k*(CH~3~F+Cl)/cm^3^molecule^−1^s^−1^ of 4.0×10^−12^exp(−730/T) preferred by IUPAC \[[@CR13]\] and that of 1.96×10^−11^exp(−1200/T) favored by NASA \[[@CR12]\]. On the other hand, the results of the kinetic investigations performed recently by Marinkovic et al. \[[@CR21]\], in the widest temperature range of 200--700 K suggest a non-Arrhenius behavior of the kinetics of CH~3~F+Cl, which is described by *k*(CH~3~F+Cl)/cm^3^molecule^−1^s^−1^ in the form of the 1.14×10^−12^×(T/298)^2.26^×exp(−313/T). Unfortunately, there are no other studies on the kinetics CH~3~F+Cl conducted at sufficiently high temperatures, which could confirm this conclusion of Marinkovic et al. \[[@CR21]\].

Reaction CH~3~Cl + Cl {#Sec9}
---------------------

The minimum energy path for the reaction CH~3~Cl + Cl is also shown in Fig. [2a](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}. The mechanism of the H-abstraction from CH~3~Cl by Cl atoms is complex and consists of three elementary steps including the formation of the pre- and post-reaction adducts, MC1Cl and MC2Cl. The energy barrier for reaction CH~3~Cl + Cl of 8.1 kJ mol^−1^ is 1.8 kJ mol^−1^ lower than that for CH~3~F + Cl. The values of the calculated rate constants, *k*(CH~3~Cl+Cl) and *k*~*TST*~(CH~3~Cl+Cl) are collected in Table [5](#Tab5){ref-type="table"}. Our calculated value of *k*(CH~3~Cl+Cl) of 4.5×10^−13^ cm^3^molecule^−1^s^−1^ at room temperature is very close to those of (4.8±0.5)×10^−13^ cm^3^molecule^−1^s^−1^ \[[@CR14]\] and (4.9±0.5)×10^−13^ cm^3^molecule^−1^s^−1^ \[[@CR12]\] recommended by IUPAC and NASA evaluations, respectively. The calculated value of the rate constant at 298 K can be compared with the reported results of experimental studies \[[@CR12]--[@CR14]\]. Our value of 4.5×10^−13^ cm^3^molecule^−1^s^−1^ is in line with the estimate of (4.4±0.6)×10^−13^ obtained by Beichert et al. \[[@CR27]\], (4.7±0.6)×10^−13^ of Orlando \[[@CR28]\], (4.8±0.4)×10^−13^ of Wallington et al. \[[@CR26]\], (5.1±1.3)×10^−13^ of Pritchard et al. \[[@CR23]\], (5.2±0.4)×10^−13^ of Sarzyński et al. \[[@CR32]\], (5.2±0.3)×10^−13^ of Bryukov et al. \[[@CR29]\], and (5.4±0.2)×10^−13^ cm^3^molecule^−1^s^−1^ of Manning and Kurylo \[[@CR15]\]. A similar value of (5.1±0.7)×10^−13^ cm^3^molecule^−1^s^−1^ at 298 K can be derived from the expression describing the temperature dependence of the rate constant found by Tschuikow-Roux et al. \[[@CR16]\]. A comparison between the values of the rate constant for the reaction CH~3~Cl + Cl calculated in this study and available experimental results are shown in Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}. The values of *k*(CH~3~Cl+Cl) can be, in the temperature range of 200--3000 K, expressed as:Table 5The rate constants calculated for the H/D-abstraction reactions CH~3~Cl + Cl, CD~3~Cl + Cl and their reverse processesTk(CH~3~Cl+Cl)k~TST~(CH~3~Cl+Cl)logK~p~k(CH~2~Cl+HCl)k(CD~3~Cl+Cl)logK~p~k(CD~2~Cl+DCl)KIE(K)(cm^3^molecule^−1^s^−1^)(cm^3^molecule^−1^s^−1^)(cm^3^molecule^−1^s^−1^)(cm^3^molecule^−1^s^−1^)(cm^3^molecule^−1^s^−1^)2007.15×10^−14^7.28×10^−14^4.34863.20×10^−18^2.92×10^−15^3.24991.64×10^−18^24.492502.17×10^−13^2.22×10^−13^3.72264.11×10^−17^1.67×10^−14^2.90902.06×10^−17^13.012984.71×10^−13^4.82×10^−13^3.33772.17×10^−16^5.51×10^−14^2.70641.08×10^−16^8.553004.84×10^−13^4.95×10^−13^3.32582.28×10^−16^5.73×10^−14^2.70021.14×10^−16^8.443509.01×10^−13^9.24×10^−13^3.05657.91×10^−16^1.46×10^−13^2.56204.01×10^−16^6.154001.49×10^−12^1.54×10^−12^2.86442.04×10^−15^3.09×10^−13^2.46511.06×10^−15^4.844502.29×10^−12^2.36×10^−12^2.72174.34×10^−15^5.70×10^−13^2.39362.30×10^−15^4.015003.30×10^−12^3.43×10^−12^2.61228.06×10^−15^9.57×10^−13^2.33844.39×10^−15^3.456006.05×10^−12^6.39×10^−12^2.45562.12×10^−14^2.20×10^−12^2.25771.22×10^−14^2.757009.84×10^−12^1.06×10^−11^2.34884.41×10^−14^4.19×10^−12^2.19982.64×10^−14^2.358001.47×10^−11^1.62×10^−11^2.27057.88×10^−14^7.02×10^−12^2.15474.92×10^−14^2.099002.06×10^−11^2.34×10^−11^2.20961.27×10^−13^1.07×10^−11^2.11728.19×10^−14^1.9210002.75×10^−11^3.23×10^−11^2.16021.90×10^−13^1.53×10^−11^2.08491.26×10^−13^1.7915007.36×10^−11^1.03×10^−10^1.99637.43×10^−13^4.93×10^−11^1.96285.37×10^−13^1.4920001.32×10^−10^2.20×10^−10^1.89131.69×10^−12^9.50×10^−11^1.87271.27×10^−12^1.3925001.93×10^−10^3.79×10^−10^1.81102.99×10^−12^1.45×10^−10^1.79932.30×10^−12^1.3330002.54×10^−10^5.78×10^−10^1.74484.58×10^−12^1.95×10^−10^1.73693.58×10^−12^1.30Fig. 4Arrhenius plot for the CH~3~Cl + Cl reaction comparing the available results of kinetic measurements with obtained theoretically in this study$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Except for the high temperature range, i.e., above 500 K, the reported values of the rate constant *k*(CH~3~Cl+Cl) estimated by different experimental techniques are very similar from one to another. The discrepancy of the experimental results is only small. The values calculated from Eq. [8](#Equ8){ref-type=""} of *k*(CH~3~Cl+Cl) reproduce well the observed trend in experimental results in a wide temperature range. At temperatures above 500 K, the experimental values of *k*(CH~3~Cl+Cl) are limited by the results of Bryukov et al. \[[@CR29]\] and Clyne and Walker \[[@CR25]\]. The theoretically derived temperature dependence of *k*(CH~3~Cl+Cl) described by Eq. [8](#Equ8){ref-type=""} can be considered the best compromise for all experimental points.

Reaction CH~3~Br + Cl {#Sec10}
---------------------

The profile of the potential energy surface for CH~3~Br + Cl reaction system shows that two molecular complexes, MC1Br and MC2Br are formed during reaction as intermediate products. The pre-reaction adduct, MC1Br is the lowest energy molecular structure in CH~3~Br + Cl reaction system. The calculated energy barrier corresponding to the relative potential energy of the transition state TS1Br toward the reactants of 8.3 kJ mol^−1^, is only slightly higher than that of 8.1 kJ mol^−1^ found for CH~3~Cl + Cl. This implies very similar values of the rate constants for both CH~3~Cl + Cl and CH~3~Br + Cl reactions. The results of the rate constant calculations for CH~3~Br + Cl are given in Table [6](#Tab6){ref-type="table"}. The calculated values of *k*(CH~3~Br+Cl) are compared with experimental ones in Fig. [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}. The results of kinetic measurements performed over a wide temperature range and using different experimental techniques are in very good agreement. Especially similar are values of the rate constant derived at room temperature \[[@CR33]--[@CR38]\]. Our calculated value of *k*(CH~3~Br+Cl) of 4.1×10^−13^ cm^3^molecule^−1^s^−1^ at 298 K is close to that of (4.4±0.6)×10^−13^ obtained by Sarzyński et al. \[[@CR38]\], (4.5±0.4)×10^−13^ of Gierczak et al. \[[@CR34]\], (4.6±0.3)×10^−13^ of Piety et al. \[[@CR37]\], and (4.8±0.2)×10^−13^ obtained at 303 K by Kambanis et al. \[[@CR36]\], and value of (4.4±0.6)×10^−13^ cm^3^molecule^−1^s^−1^ derived at 295 K by Orlando et al. \[[@CR35]\]. In addition our value of *k*(CH~3~Br+Cl) is in good agreement with that of (4.4±0.2)×10^−13^ cm^3^molecule^−1^s^−1^ recommended by NASA data evaluation \[[@CR12]\] at room temperature. Our *k*(CH~3~Br+Cl)-value is also included in the error limits of the estimate of (5.5±1.7)×10^−13^ cm^3^molecule^−1^s^−1^ obtained by Tschuikow-Roux et al. \[[@CR33]\]. The temperature dependence of *k*(CH~3~Br+Cl) can be described as:Table 6The rate constants calculated for the H/D-abstraction reactions CH~3~Br + Cl, CD~3~Br + Cl and their reverse processesTk(CH~3~Br+Cl)k~TST~(CH~3~Br+Cl)logK~p~k(CH~2~Br+HCl)k(CD~3~Br+Cl)logK~p~k(CD~2~Br+DCl)KIE(K)(cm^3^molecule^−1^s^−1^)(cm^3^molecule^−1^s^−1^)(cm^3^molecule^−1^s^−1^)(cm^3^molecule^−1^s^−1^)(cm^3^molecule^−1^s^−1^)2006.02×10^−14^6.13×10^−14^3.00725.92×10^−17^2.02×10^−15^1.92042.42×10^−17^29.812501.90×10^−13^1.95×10^−13^2.64784.28×10^−16^1.26×10^−14^1.84291.81×10^−16^15.112984.23×10^−13^4.37×10^−13^2.43471.56×10^−15^4.40×10^−14^1.80976.82×10^−16^9.613004.35×10^−13^4.49×10^−13^2.42811.62×10^−15^4.59×10^−14^1.80897.13×10^−16^9.473508.23×10^−13^8.58×10^−13^2.28504.27×10^−15^1.22×10^−13^1.79501.96×10^−15^6.724001.38×10^−12^1.46×10^−12^2.18708.99×10^−15^2.67×10^−13^1.79084.32×10^−15^5.184502.13×10^−12^2.27×10^−12^2.11721.63×10^−14^5.07×10^−13^1.79118.20×10^−15^4.215003.10×10^−12^3.35×10^−12^2.06592.67×10^−14^8.70×10^−13^1.79311.40×10^−14^3.576005.76×10^−12^6.38×10^−12^1.99615.81×10^−14^2.07×10^−12^1.79803.29×10^−14^2.787009.46×10^−12^1.08×10^−12^1.95081.06×10^−13^4.04×10^−12^1.80116.39×10^−14^2.348001.43×10^−11^1.68×10^−11^1.91841.72×10^−13^6.93×10^−12^1.80161.09×10^−13^2.069002.03×10^−11^2.45×10^−11^1.89312.59×10^−13^1.08×10^−11^1.79961.71×10^−13^1.8810002.74×10^−11^3.41×10^−11^1.87203.68×10^−13^1.57×10^−11^1.79572.51×10^−13^1.7515007.81×10^−11^1.13×10^−10^1.79301.26×10^−12^5.36×10^−11^1.75869.34×10^−13^1.4620001.44×10^−10^2.47×10^−10^1.73042.68×10^−12^1.06×10^−10^1.71122.07×10^−12^1.3525002.14×10^−10^4.32×10^−10^1.67564.51×10^−12^1.65×10^−10^1.66353.57×10^−12^1.3030002.82×10^−10^6.66×10^−10^1.62656.67×10^−12^2.23×10^−10^1.61835.38×10^−12^1.26Fig. 5Arrhenius plot for the CH~3~Br + Cl reaction comparing the available results of kinetic measurements with obtained theoretically in this study$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Results of the theoretical investigations indicate a non-Arrhenius behavior of the reaction kinetics, especially at high temperatures. This is in line with conclusion of Piety et al. \[[@CR37]\], however results of the other experimental investigations do not confirm a curvature of the Arrhenius plot. The temperature dependence of the rate constant predicted by Eq. [9](#Equ9){ref-type=""} is steeper than that derived by Piety et al. \[[@CR37]\] and probably overestimates reaction rate at high temperatures.

Reactions CH~2~F/CH~2~Cl/CH~2~Br + HCl {#Sec11}
--------------------------------------

The values of the enthalpy of formation and vibrational levels of the reactants and products calculated at the G2 level are in reasonable agreement with those obtained experimentally. One can expect that the calculated values of the thermodynamic functions and equilibrium constants for the reactions under investigation are realistic. The values of the rate constants for the reverse reactions of CH~2~X + HCl can be derived via the respective equilibrium constants. The hydrogen chloride, HCl is considered as a one of the most abundant natural chlorine containing compounds in the atmosphere. A great part of the chlorine released from chlorofluorocarbons is stored in the HCl reservoir at high altitudes, over 50 km \[[@CR1]\]. The tropospheric concentrations of HCl reach especially high values either near the surface of remote ocean regions or in the coastal urban areas. Therefore, the kinetics of the reactions of HCl with such reactive species as the halogenated methyl radicals is of some importance for modeling and kinetic description of the complex processes occurring in the polluted atmosphere. In addition, to the best of our knowledge there is no experimental information on the kinetic investigations of the reactions CH~2~X + HCl (X = F, Cl and Br) conducted under typical atmospheric conditions. The rate constants, for the reverse reactions derived on the basis of the calculated equilibrium constants can be expressed in the following form:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The calculated rate constants for the forward processes, CH~3~F + Cl and CH~3~Br + Cl well describe the reaction kinetics in the temperature range of 250--400 K. In the case of CH~3~Cl + Cl, the derived kinetic expression (10) describes very well the reaction kinetics in a whole temperature range. Therefore, the equations (10--12) should reliably describe the values and temperature dependence of k(CH~2~X+HCl) in the temperature ranges given above. The kinetics of the hydrodehalogenation of CF~2~ClBr with hydrogen has been experimentally studied by Yu et al. \[[@CR66]\] at the high temperatures of 673 -- 973 K. In their kinetic computational model, the temperature dependence of the rate constant for reaction CH~2~F + HCl was described by the Arrhenius equation of 9.56×10^−13^×exp(−1225/T) cm^3^molecule^−1^s^−1^ estimated by referring to the analogous reactions of the halogenated methyl radicals with hydrogen bromide \[[@CR66]\]. This leads to values of the rate constant *k*(CH~2~F+HCl) of 1.66×10^−13^, 2.06×10^−13^ and 2.45×10^−13^ cm^3^molecule^−1^s^−1^ at 700, 800 and 900 K, respectively. These values are about two times lower than those obtained in this study.

Kinetic isotope effect {#Sec12}
----------------------

The substitution of a hydrogen atom by deuterium changes the physical properties of the molecule. In consequence, the deuterated reactants react with a different rate compared to the reaction of non-deuterated molecules. The knowledge of the rate constants, k(CH~3~X+Cl) and k(CD~3~X+Cl) enables a determination of the kinetic isotope effect (KIE), defined by the ratio of k(CH~3~X+Cl)/k(CD~3~X+Cl). Values of KIE and its dependence on temperature can provide useful information for interpreting the stable isotope composition of the organic compounds in the atmosphere.

The calculated values of the rate constants k(CD~3~X+Cl) for the D-abstraction processes can be analytically written in the form:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The profiles of the potential energy surface show that D-abstraction process is related with the energy barrier of 5 kJ mol^−1^ higher than the H-abstraction from the corresponding non-deuterated molecule. These differences in the height of the energy barrier are reflected in values of the rate constants. The abstraction of deuterium from CD~3~X by Cl atom proceeds slower compared with the analogous H-abstraction from CH~3~X. The values of the rate constants, *k*(CD~3~X+Cl) are distinctly lower than values of their counterparts, *k*(CH~3~X+Cl), especially at low temperatures. The calculated values of KIE at room temperature are of 10.1, 8.6 and 9.6 for the CH~3~F/CD~3~F, CH~3~Cl/CD~3~Cl and CH~3~Br/CD~3~Br reaction systems, respectively. These calculated values of KIE at 298 K are distinctly higher than those obtained experimentally of 5.1--6.2 \[[@CR21], [@CR22]\], 4.9--5.4 \[[@CR30]--[@CR32]\] and 6.5 ± 0.3 \[[@CR38]\] for the reaction systems ordered analogously as above. The significance of the kinetic isotope effect diminishes with rising temperature and the values of KIE at 500 K are over twice as low as those at room temperature. The values of KIE of 3.8, 3.5 and 3.6 calculated at 500 K are comparable with those of 3.3, 2.9 and 2.9 derived experimentally in our laboratory \[[@CR22], [@CR32], [@CR38]\] at 527 K for CH~3~F/CD~3~F, CH~3~Cl/CD~3~Cl and CH~3~Br/CD~3~Br reaction systems, respectively. This suggests that values of the calculated rate constants, *k*(CD~3~X+Cl) gain in reliability with a rise in temperature.

There are several possible reasons for the observed disagreement between the theoretical and experimental estimations of KIE. One of them is related to the mechanism of the studied reactions. The stabilization by collisions of the molecular complexes formed during the reactions may need a more detailed approach. The influence of the formed adducts on the reaction kinetics is directly observed in the reactions of atomic chlorine with methyl and ethyl iodides \[[@CR67], [@CR68]\], which at room and lower temperatures proceed mainly via reversible adduct formation with the distinct pressure dependence of the kinetics of these reactions. At temperatures above 350 K, the rate constants become pressure independent.

It is worth noting that the recent kinetic experimental studies \[[@CR22], [@CR38]\] proposed a very simple interpretation of the KIE values for the CH~3~X/CD~3~X + Cl reaction systems, based on the assumption that the transition states for the investigated H/D-abstraction reactions are reactant-like structures. In consequence, the vibrational frequencies of the reactant (CH~3~X or CD~3~X) are very close to those of their counterparts in the respective transition state. The increase in the energy barrier *ΔE* for the reaction of the deuterated reactant compared to the non-deuterated one is then given by the change in ZPE during H/D-abstraction. The value of *ΔE* is approximately equal to half the difference between the vibrational frequencies of the C-H and C-D stretching modes because one of the C-H/D bonds is broken in the reaction. With the average C-H/D frequencies calculated from those of 2930 cm^−1^ and 3006(2) cm^−1^ for CH~3~F \[[@CR69]\], 2110 cm^−1^ and 2258(2) cm^−1^ for CD~3~F \[[@CR69]\], 2937 cm^−1^ and 3039(2) cm^−1^ for CH~3~Cl \[[@CR69]\], 2160 cm^−1^ and 2283(2) cm^−1^ for CD~3~Cl\[[@CR69]\], 2935 and 3056(2) cm^−1^ for CH~3~Br \[[@CR69]\], and 2160 and 2297(2) cm^−1^ for CD~3~Br \[[@CR69]\], one can obtain a value for *ΔE* of 386, 382 and 382 cm^−1^, for CH~3~F/CD~3~F + Cl, CH~3~Cl/CD~3~Cl + Cl and CH~3~Br/CD~3~Br + Cl reaction systems, respectively. Assuming no influence of tunneling correction on the KIE, the value of the KIE can be approximately described by exp(*ΔE/RT*). These values of *ΔE* lead to very similar values of KIE, which is confirmed by results of the measurements using the same experimental techniques and methodology. The derived from exp(*ΔE/RT*) values of KIE are of 6.3, 4.2 and 2.8 for the all investigated systems at the 298, 385 and 527 K, respectively. These values are in line with results of measurements of KIE at the same temperatures of 6.2 ± 0.4, 4.2 ± 0.3 and 3.3 ± 0.2 for CH~3~F/CD~3~F + Cl \[[@CR22]\], of 5.4 ± 0.3, 4.2 ± 0.2 and 2.9 ± 0.2 for CH~3~Cl/CD~3~Cl + Cl \[[@CR32]\], and 6.5 ± 0.4, 4.8 ± 0.3 and 2.9 ± 0.2 for CH~3~Br/CD~3~Br + Cl \[[@CR38]\]. In spite of simplicity of the computational procedure the calculated KIE values are in better agreement with results of experiments than those obtained using the advanced theoretical kinetic models. This agreement supports the conclusion that changes in ZPE during the CH~3~X/CD~3~X+Cl reactions seem to make a predominant contribution to the KIE. It also suggests that the molecular structure of the transition states for reactions CH~3~X + Cl should be a more reactant-like structure than those derived by quantum chemistry methods so far.

The derived values of the rate constants, *k*(CD~3~X+Cl) enable also a determination of the rate constants for the backward processes, CD~2~X + DCl via the calculated equilibrium constants. The obtained values of *k*(CD~2~X+HCl) can be expressed as:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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There is no experimental data on kinetics of this class of reactions. One can expect that the most credible values of k(CD~2~X+DCl) are those describing the reaction kinetics at high temperatures.

Conclusions {#Sec13}
===========

The main aim of the present study is related to a theoretical analysis of the kinetics of the hydrogen abstraction from monohalogenated methanes by chlorine atoms. Theoretical investigations based on ab initio calculations of the CH~3~X + Cl (X = F, Cl and Br) reaction systems at the G2 level were performed to gain insight into the reaction mechanism. The results of the calculations also allow an estimation of the reaction energetics and the molecular properties of the structures taking part in the reaction mechanism.

The calculated values of the enthalpy of formation of the reactants and products are in very good agreement with the reported values estimated experimentally. All the reactions studied are exothermic processes, with the calculated values of the reaction enthalpy at 298 K of −5.9, -9.0 and −14.2 kJ mol^−1^ for CH~3~F + Cl, CH~3~Br + Cl and CH~3~Cl + Cl, respectively.

The calculated profiles of the potential energy surface of the reaction systems show that the mechanism of the reactions studied is complex and the H-abstraction proceeds via the formation of intermediate complexes. The multi-step reaction mechanism consists of two - in the case of CH~3~F + Cl - and of three for CH~3~Cl+Cl and CH~3~Br + Cl elementary steps. The heights of the energy barrier related to the H-abstraction are of 8--10 kJ mol^−1^, the lowest value corresponds to CH~3~Cl + Cl and the highest one to CH~3~F + Cl. These low energy barriers result in the high values of the rate constants, of 10^−13^ cm^3^molecule^−1^s^−1^ at room temperature. The rate constants were calculated using the theoretical method based on the RRKM theory and the simplified version of the statistical adiabatic channel model \[[@CR57]\]. However, the values of the rate constant calculated at the low temperatures (i.e., below 1000 K) using the conventional transition state theory are very close to those derived in the exact calculations.

The calculated values of the rate constants well describe the kinetics of CH~3~X + Cl reactions systems. An especially good agreement between the calculated and reported values of the rate constant has been reached for the reaction CH~3~Cl + Cl. The calculated values of the rate constant for this reaction indeed form the trend line in the experimentally estimated results. The derived kinetic expression describes very well the kinetics of CH~3~Cl + Cl in the whole range of the experimental measurements of 250--1000 K, with an accuracy at least no worse than the one given by various kinetic data evaluations. In the temperature range of 250--400 K, the kinetic parameters derived theoretically also allow a quantitative description of the reaction kinetics of CH~3~F + Cl and CH~3~Br + Cl. At the higher temperatures, the agreement between the calculated and experimental values of the rate constants for these reactions deteriorates because the calculated values of k(CH~3~F+Cl) and k(CH~3~Br+Cl) slightly exceed the experimental findings. This may be an effect of the treatment of the lowest degrees of freedom of TS1F and TS1Br as the harmonic vibrations.

The substitution of a hydrogen atom by deuterium changes the physical properties of the reactant molecules, which may essentially have an influence on the kinetics of the reactions studied. The results of the reaction path calculations show that the D-abstraction is related with the energy barrier of 5 kJ mol^−1^ higher than the H-abstraction from the corresponding non-deuterated reactant molecule. The calculated values of the rate constants *k*(CD~3~X+Cl) are distinctly lower compared with the values of their counterparts, *k*(CH~3~X+Cl), especially at low temperatures. On the other hand, the values derived in this study and the reported values of KIE \[[@CR21]\] calculated at the different levels of theory are higher than those estimated experimentally. It may suggest that the stabilization by collisions of the molecular complexes formed during the reaction should be explicitly considered in the description of the reaction kinetics. The formation of the molecular complexes is experimentally observed in the case of reactions of iodomethane and iodoethane with chlorine atoms \[[@CR67], [@CR68]\]. This is probably a reason for the serious discrepancy in the reported values of KIE for CH~3~I/CD~3~I + Cl and C~2~H~5~I/C~2~D~5~I + Cl reaction systems at temperatures below 350 K. There are also some arguments in support of the conclusion that changes in ZPE during the CH~3~X/CD~3~X + Cl reactions seem to make a predominant contribution to KIE. If it is assumed that the transition states for the investigated H/D-abstraction reactions are very reactant-like structures then the increase in the energy barrier for D-abstraction, *ΔE* should be approximately equal to half the difference of the vibrational frequencies of the C-H and C-D stretching modes because one of the C-H/D bonds is broken in the reaction. The values of KIE for the reactions derived in this simple way as calculated from the expression *exp*(*ΔE*/RT) are in good agreement with experimental estimates. This may suggest that the molecular structures of the transition states, TS1X obtained in the geometry optimization by quantum chemistry should be more reactant-like structures, which is an incentive to further theoretical studies.

The rate constants, for the reverse reactions CH~2~X + Cl and CD~2~Cl + DCl were derived based on the calculated equilibrium constants. There is no experimental information on the kinetics of this class of reactions. Therefore, the derived values of the rate constants, k(CH~2~X+HCl) and k(CD~2~Cl+DCl) are a substantial supplement of the kinetic data necessary for description and modeling of the processes of importance in atmospheric chemistry.
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